Validating your schedule

1. ‘Validate’ is the equivalent of turning in your schedule.
2. In Design Mode-Plan Phase the scheduling unit is creating the initial schedule and making the most edits. The schedule is held during this time by the scheduling unit in CLSS and edits are not being sent to UDSIS.
3. When a scheduling unit has completed their initial schedule, to the best of their knowledge, they will click the ‘Validate’ button on their scheduling unit page.

4. The Validation screen will run your entire instance through all Rules, Warnings, and Workflows and provide a summary. If there are any Errors present in the summary, they need to be corrected before you can proceed. Warnings should be looked at carefully, especially if they pertain to Meeting Patterns and day/time distribution.
5. Once you have corrected your errors, the next time you Validate you should see a blue Start Workflow button at the bottom right of your validation screen. Clicking that will send your instance through workflow for the Registrar’s Scheduling Office to approve.

6. Once the Scheduling Office has approved your validation workflow, your instance will move into Refine Mode.